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k. HOMOLOGATIONS LIST COMPETITION CLASS „GT“
Homologations List Attachment K of the technical regulations for the official Slot Racing „GT“ class car category
in 1:24 scale. Updated terms are printed in bolded letters!
Version 3.1 / Status: March 29th, 2007.

ka. APPROVED BODIES
For all types of bodies allways the GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR BODIES „GT“ (as listed in the Attachment J) in
combination with the SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODIES „GT“ (as given in the Homologations Sheets) are
valid.

CATEGORY Body-Index B
The following listed bodies are useable in club racing or national races (but NOT in official “Pro Racing” series
events) is possible, when the race organiser explicit allows the use of the body in the race informations.

Homologation Sheet Code-No. Body Type

Notes

.

01.

Corvette C5R

2007 new in Index B

Page 3

02.

Ferrari Modena

2007 new in Index B

Page 6

03.

Honda NSX

2007 new in Index B

Page 9

04.

Lamborghini Diablo

-

Page 12

05.

Nissan Skyline GT-R

-

Page 15
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kb. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODY „GT“
Code 01.

HOMOLOGATION SHEET

Corvette C5R

Homologation Sheet for race approved bodies as an attachment K to the Technical Regulations of the official
Slot Racing competition class „GT“ in scale 1:24.
Status: March 1st, 2007.

a) BODY DESCRIPTION
Corvette C5R.
b) MANUFACTURER
Body from a static model kit made by the manufacturer REVELL under the product description „Corvette C5-R“
(Reference-Number: 07354).
Note: The ref.-no. is only given to allow a clear definition of the body type. Optional also other versions – but
only from the same manufacturer – with different ref.-nos., including other decorations or body versions, are
useable as long as these variations are based exactly on the same body type as by the ref.-no. listed on this
sheet.
c) REGISTRATION DATE
Homologation valid due March 1st, 2007. Body approved per Index B only for use in club racing or national race
meetings wich are no official “ProSeries” events.
d) SPECIFIC BODY REQUIREMENTS
Beside the general regulations wich are valid for all bodies (details see point jbc. GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
BODIES “GT”) the needed specific requirements for each different body type will be given in this Homologation
Sheet.
Note: Please note that the colouring of body parts in the Homologation Sheet is only done to allow a better
demonstration of different parts in the photos.
All pictures do only show the „minimum equipments“ of the parts who must be fixed on the body of this type.
Additional detailing parts made in plastic (like antennas, spoiler lips, diffusors aso.) can be optionally mounted
on the body, as long as such parts are supplied as original components with the body.
da) Body with interior cutted to needed size. Long cockpit version to use in combination with a transparent rear
window (picture 1) and short cockpit version only for use in combination with a black covered rear window
(picture 2).
db) Complete body without interior shown from side view (picture 3), front view (picture 4) with lights support
(right side) and inclusive additional front lamp cover (left side), or from rear view (picture 5) with taillight cover
plus rear spoiler. Additionally the body is equipped with central front lights including a separate light cover.
dc) Body shown from inside view (picture 6) including add on parts like front, small side windows, front light
supports in the middle plus left and right sides (picture 7) and rear window (picture 8). Also the body is
equipped with a saftey net wich can be fixed optional inside the window on the drivers side.
dd) Left and right side outer mirrors - flexible mounting possible but a simple fixing by tape is not allowed and a wiper - positioning of the wiper is free to choose – must be existent (picture 9). The shape of the mirrors
can be different to the original mirrors but must be made in hard plastic/resin material.
de) The material thickness on the inner side of the rear wheel arches can be reduced to give more space for
the rear wheels (see left wheelarche picture 10), but the overall sizes including the shape of the wheelarche
openings have to be kept unmodified still resulting in an original outside look.
df) Mounting of the original rear spoiler (picture 11) on top of the cars rear end. The original spoiler can be
replaced by the Universal-Rearwing (TOP SLOT TP.4007), but the universal real spoiler must be positioned in
the same place and height as the original rear spoiler is fixed on the body.
dg) Only left (Ref.-No. SG.9718) or right hand driver cockpits (Ref.-No. SG.9719) from SIGMA allowed to use
as interior. The cockpit must be placed like an original look inside the body while the interior can be cutted in
length and width only in the sizing as needed to fit into the body. Additionally the cutting shape (picture 12) of
the cockpit has to be done in a way that all chassis parts are covered from top view. When the rear window is
transparent a long interior (picture 13) is needed while a short interior (picture 14) can only be used when the
rear window is covered in black. If necessary the cockpit can be extended to the needed dimension by using
thin tape. The painting of the interior and driver figure has to be done providing a realistic look.
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kb. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODY „GT“
Code 02.

HOMOLOGATION SHEET

Ferrari Modena

Homologation Sheet for race approved bodies as an attachment K to the Technical Regulations of the official
Slot Racing competition class „GT“ in scale 1:24.
Status: March 1st, 2007.

a) BODY DESCRIPTION
Ferrari Modena.
b) MANUFACTURER
Body from a static model kit made by the manufacturer TAMIYA under the product description „Ferrari 360
Modena“ (Reference-Number: 24228).
Note: The ref.-no. is only given to allow a clear definition of the body type. Optional also other versions – but
only from the same manufacturer – with different ref.-nos., including other decorations or body versions, are
useable as long as these variations are based exactly on the same body type as by the ref.-no. listed on this
sheet.
c) REGISTRATION DATE
Homologation valid due March 1st, 2007. Body approved per Index B only for use in club racing or national race
meetings wich are no official “ProSeries” events.
d) SPECIFIC BODY REQUIREMENTS
Beside the general regulations wich are valid for all bodies (details see point jbc. GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
BODIES “GT”) the needed specific requirements for each different body type will be given in this Homologation
Sheet.
Note: Please note that the colouring of body parts in the Homologation Sheet is only done to allow a better
demonstration of different parts in the photos.
All pictures do only show the „minimum equipments“ of the parts who must be fixed on the body of this type.
Additional detailing parts made in plastic (like antennas, spoiler lips, diffusors aso.) can be optionally mounted
on the body, as long as such parts are supplied as original components with the body.
da) Body with interior cutted to needed size. Long cockpit version to use in combination with a transparent rear
window (picture 1) and short cockpit version only for use in combination with a black covered rear window
(picture 2).
db) Complete body without interior shown from side view (picture 3), front view (picture 4) with lights support
plus lamp insert (right side) and inclusive additional front lamp cover (left side), or from rear view (picture 5)
with taillight cover plus rear spoiler from FLY. Additionally the body is equipped with two air intake covers fitted
in the front section.
dc) Body shown from inside view (picture 6) including add on parts like front, side or rear windows, front light
supports plus lamp inserts and air intake cover mesh grills on left and right sides (picture 7) and rear window
(picture 8).
dd) Left and right side outer mirrors - flexible mounting possible but a simple fixing by tape is not allowed and a wiper - positioning of the wiper is free to choose – must be existent (picture 9). The shape of the mirrors
can be different to the original mirrors but must be made in hard plastic/resin material.
de) Mounting of the separate to add on FLY rear spoiler ref.-no. FY.79537 (picture 10) on top of the cars rear
end. This spoiler must be fitted in the middle of the rear hatchback in the way that the end of the spoiler is
matching the end of the rear bonnet (pictures 11 and 12). The FLY spoiler can be replaced by the UniversalRearwing (TOP SLOT TP.4007), but the universal real spoiler must be positioned in the same place and height
as the additional FLY rear spoiler is fixed on the body.
df) Only left (Ref.-No. SG.9718) or right hand driver cockpits (Ref.-No. SG.9719) from SIGMA allowed to use
as interior. The cockpit must be placed like an original look inside the body while the interior can be cutted in
length and width only in the sizing as needed to fit into the body. Additionally the cutting shape (picture 13) of
the cockpit has to be done in a way that all chassis parts are covered from top view. When the rear window is
transparent a long interior (picture 14) is needed while a shorter interior (picture 15) can only be used when
the rear window is covered in black, or when both small side windows (picture 16a) and the rear
window is black covered a short interior (picture 16) can also be used.. If necessary the cockpit can be
extended to the needed dimension by using thin tape. The painting of the interior and driver figure has to be
done providing a realistic look.
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kb. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODY „GT“
Code 03.

HOMOLOGATION SHEET_

Honda NSX

Homologation Sheet for race approved bodies as an attachment K to the Technical Regulations of the official
Slot Racing competition class „GT“ in scale 1:24.
Status: March 1st, 2007.

a) BODY DESCRIPTION
Honda NSX.
b) MANUFACTURER
Body from a static model kit made by the manufacturer TAMIYA under the product description „Raybrig NSX”
(Reference-Number: 24204).
Note: The ref.-no. is only given to allow a clear definition of the body type. Optional also other versions – but
only from the same manufacturer – with different ref.-nos., including other decorations or body versions, are
useable as long as these variations are based exactly on the same body type as by the ref.-no. listed on this
sheet.
c) REGISTRATION DATE
Homologation valid due March 1st, 2007. Body approved per Index B only for use in club racing or national race
meetings wich are no official “ProSeries” events.

d) SPECIFIC BODY REQUIREMENTS
Beside the general regulations wich are valid for all bodies (details see point jbc. GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
BODIES “GT”) the needed specific requirements for each different body type will be given in this Homologation
Sheet.
Note: Please note that the colouring of body parts in the Homologation Sheet is only done to allow a better
demonstration of different parts in the photos.
All pictures do only show the „minimum equipments“ of the parts who must be fixed on the body of this type.
Additional detailing parts made in plastic (like antennas, spoiler lips, diffusors aso.) can be optionally mounted
on the body, as long as such parts are supplied as original components with the body.
da) Body with interior cutted to needed size. Long cockpit version to use in combination with a transparent rear
window (picture 1) and short cockpit version only for use in combination with a black covered rear window
(picture 2).
db) Complete body without interior shown from side view (picture 3), front view (picture 4) with lights support
(right side) and inclusive additional front lamp cover (left side), or from rear view (picture 5) with taillight cover
plus rear spoiler. Additionally the body is equipped with two separate lamp covers in the front section.
dc) Body shown from inside view (picture 6) including add on parts like front, side or rear windows, front light
supports on left and right sides, air intakes plus front panel (picture 7) and rear window with air intake scoop,
rear end panel with lower diffusor section (picture 8). Also the body is equipped with a separate fuel cap cover,
additional front wheel arche extenders and two air intakes on each side located before the rear wheel arches.
The rear lower diffusor section must end/begin at the rear wheel arche openings and must have a minimum
width of 4mm (see bright marked area line).
dd) Left and right side outer mirrors - flexible mounting possible but a simple fixing by tape is not allowed and a wiper - positioning of the wiper is free to choose – must be existent (picture 9). The shape of the mirrors
can be different to the original mirrors but must be made in hard plastic/resin material.
de) Body with fuel cap cover insert and two additional air intakes (picture 10).
df) Mounting of the original rear spoiler (picture 11) on top of the cars rear end. The original spoiler can be
replaced by the Universal-Rearwing (TOP SLOT TP.4007), but the universal real spoiler must be positioned in
the same place and height as the original rear spoiler is fixed on the body.
df) Only left (Ref.-No. SG.9718) or right hand driver cockpits (Ref.-No. SG.9719) from SIGMA allowed to use
as interior. The cockpit must be placed like an original look inside the body while the interior can be cutted in
length and width only in the sizing as needed to fit into the body. Additionally the cutting shape (picture 12) of
the cockpit has to be done in a way that all chassis parts are covered from top view. When the rear window is
transparent a long interior (picture 13) is needed while a short interior (picture 14) can only be used when the
rear window is covered in black. If necessary the cockpit can be extended to the needed dimension by using
thin tape. The painting of the interior and driver figure has to be done providing a realistic look.
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kb. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODY „GT“
Code 04.

HOMOLOGATION SHEET_

Lamborghini Diablo

Homologation Sheet for race approved bodies as an attachment K to the Technical Regulations of the official
Slot Racing competition class „GT“ in scale 1:24.
Status: March 1st, 2007.

a) BODY DESCRIPTION
Lamborghini Diablo.
b) MANUFACTURER
Body from a static model kit made by the manufacturer REVELL under the product description „Lamborghini
Diablo VT“ (Reference-Number: 07365).
Note: The ref.-no. is only given to allow a clear definition of the body type. Optional also other versions – but
only from the same manufacturer – with different ref.-nos., including other decorations or body versions, are
useable as long as these variations are based exactly on the same body type as by the ref.-no. listed on this
sheet.
c) REGISTRATION DATE
Homologation valid due April 1st, 2006. Body approved per Index B only for use in club racing or national race
meetings wich are no official “ProSeries” events.
d) SPECIFIC BODY REQUIREMENTS
Beside the general regulations wich are valid for all bodies (details see point jbc. GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
BODIES “GT”) the needed specific requirements for each different body type will be given in this Homologation
Sheet.
Note: Please note that the colouring of body parts in the Homologation Sheet is only done to allow a better
demonstration of different parts in the photos.
All pictures do only show the „minimum equipments“ of the parts who must be fixed on the body of this type.
Additional detailing parts made in plastic (like antennas, spoiler lips, diffusors aso.) can be optionally mounted
on the body, as long as such parts are supplied as original components with the body.
da) Body with interior cutted to needed size (picture 1).
db) Complete body without interior shown from side view (picture 2), front view (picture 3) with separate front
lamp and signal lamp covers, or from rear view (picture 4) with backup and additional taillight covers plus rear
spoiler. Additionally the body is equipped with a separate rear end panel and rear bumper section.
dc) Body shown from inside view (picture 5) including add on parts like front and side windows, front light
covers (picture 6) and rear motor bonnet with rear panel and bumper section (picture 7).
dd) Left and right side outer mirrors - flexible mounting possible but a simple fixing by tape is not allowed and a wiper - positioning of the wiper is free to choose – must be existent (picture 8). The shape of the mirrors
can be different to the original mirrors but must be made in hard plastic/resin material.
de) Rear motor bonnet (picture 09).
df) Mounting of the original rear spoiler (picture 10) on top of the cars rear end. The original spoiler can be
replaced by the Universal-Rearwing (TOP SLOT TP.4007), but the universal real spoiler must be positioned in
the same place and height as the original rear spoiler is fixed on the body.
dg) Only left (Ref.-No. SG.9718) or right hand driver cockpits (Ref.-No. SG.9719) from SIGMA allowed to use
as interior. The cockpit must be placed like an original look inside the body while the interior can be cutted in
length and width only in the sizing as needed to fit into the body. Additionally the cutting shape (pictures 11
and 12) of the cockpit has to be done in a way that all chassis parts are covered from top view. When both
small side windows (picture 13a) are black covered a short interior (picture 13) can also be used. If
necessary the cockpit can be extended to the needed dimension by using thin tape. The painting of the interior
and driver figure has to be done providing a realistic look.
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kb. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR BODY „GT“
Code 05.

HOMOLOGATION SHEET

Nissan Skyline GT-R

Homologation Sheet for race approved bodies as an attachment K to the Technical Regulations of the official
Slot Racing competition class „GT“ in scale 1:24.
Status: March 1st, 2007.

a) BODY DESCRIPTION
Nissan Skyline GT-R
b) MANUFACTURER
Body from a static model kit made by the manufacturer TAMIYA under the product description „Xanavi Nismo
GT-R” (Reference-Number: 24268).
Note: The ref.-no. is only given to allow a clear definition of the body type. Optional also other versions – but
only from the same manufacturer – with different ref.-nos., including other decorations or body versions, are
useable as long as these variations are based exactly on the same body type as by the ref.-no. listed on this
sheet.
c) REGISTRATION DATE
Homologation valid due April 1st, 2006. Body approved per Index B only for use in club racing or national race
meetings wich are no official “ProSeries” events.
d) SPECIFIC BODY REQUIREMENTS
Beside the general regulations wich are valid for all bodies (details see point jbc. GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
BODIES “GT”) the needed specific requirements for each different body type will be given in this Homologation
Sheet.
Note: Please note that the colouring of body parts in the Homologation Sheet is only done to allow a better
demonstration of different parts in the photos.
All pictures do only show the „minimum equipments“ of the parts who must be fixed on the body of this type.
Additional detailing parts made in plastic (like antennas, spoiler lips, diffusors aso.) can be optionally mounted
on the body, as long as such parts are supplied as original components with the body.
da) Body with interior cutted to needed size. Long cockpit version to use in combination with a transparent rear
window (picture 1) and short cockpit version only for use in combination with a black covered rear window
(picture 2).
db) Complete body without interior shown from side view (picture 2), front view (picture 3) with air intake
grille/lights support unit plus separte front and signalkeeper lamps (left side) and additional front lamp cover
(right side), or from rear view (picture 4) with taillight inserts and covers plus rear spoiler. Additionally the
body is equipped with separate lower side skirt panels and two air intake covers in the front section.
dc) Body shown from inside view (picture 5) including add on parts like front, two piece side or rear windows, a
front piece unit wirh air intake/lights support, two air intakes (picture 6) and taillights plus rear window (picture
7). Also the body is equipped with separate fuel cap covers, lower side skirt panel, additional diffusors at the
lower part of the front wheel arche extenders and separate rear body section fasteners on each side (located on
top of the rear wheel arches).
dd) Left and right side outer mirrors - flexible mounting possible but a simple fixing by tape is not allowed and a wiper - positioning of the wiper is free to choose – must be existent (picture 8). The shape of the mirrors
can be different to the original mirrors but must be made in hard plastic/resin material.
de) Body with fuel cap cover insert, lower side skirts, rear body section fastener and diffusor on the bottom of
front wheel arche (picture 9). The lower side skirt panel fixed below the doors can be cutted in size to match
exatcly with the end of the body inside (picture 10) but both shape and size on the outside must kept
unchanged original (picture 11).
df) Mounting of the original rear spoiler (picture 12) on top of the cars rear end. The original spoiler can be
replaced by the Universal-Rearwing (TOP SLOT TP.4007), but the universal real spoiler must be positioned in
the same place and height as the original rear spoiler is fixed on the body.
df) Only left (Ref.-No. SG.9718) or right hand driver cockpits (Ref.-No. SG.9719) from SIGMA allowed to use
as interior. The cockpit must be placed like an original look inside the body while the interior can be cutted in
length and width only in the sizing as needed to fit into the body. Additionally the cutting shape (picture 13) of
the cockpit has to be done in a way that all chassis parts are covered from top view. When the rear window is
transparent a long interior (picture 14) is needed while a shorter interior (picture 15) can only be used when
the rear window is covered in black, or when both small side windows (picture 16a) and the rear
window is black covered a short interior (picture 16) can also be used. If necessary the cockpit can be
extended to the needed dimension by using thin tape. The painting of the interior and driver figure has to be
done providing a realistic look.
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